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Our Story—
Mike Holt Enterprises

Mike’s passion for the electrical industry and educating others on the NEC® began in 1972. While studying for a local electrical exam, his inability to find material that was well-written or properly illustrated gave him the idea to create his own materials, and start a school that would be devoted to Electrical Training.

In 1975 Mike Holt Enterprises was created with very clear principles of making Electrical Training more effective and providing textbooks that were straightforward and easy to understand. These principles have helped Mike Holt Enterprises become one of the nation’s premier electrical publishers, providing textbooks, DVDs, Power Points and Online Training Courses that have changed the way that the NEC and Electrical Training is taught.

Forty plus years later, this standard continues to guide us. Our products are designed for student success and are based on the following principles:

- Text must be easy to understand and it must include clear step-by-step detailed explanations to help simplify difficult concepts.
- All products should be supported by full-color detailed illustrations in order to help students visualize the topic being taught.
- Instructor Resources should save trainers time and give them tools to help their students learn.

Our Commitment

We are devoted to the Electrical Industry and every day we work hard to produce the finest quality textbooks and DVDs in the trade. We genuinely care about providing quality electrical training that will help people take their skills to the next level.

Thanks for choosing Mike Holt Enterprises for your Electrical Training needs. We are here to help you every step of the way, and encourage you to call us at 888.632.2633 so we can be a part of your success.

God Bless,
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MADE IN AMERICA

All Mike Holt products have been designed, produced and printed in the USA.
The electrical industry is a community of incredible professionals working hard to provide safe electrical installations throughout the world. We are proud to be a part of your story.

“Your material is the industry standard, your service is top notch! I was successful on my first attempt on Michigan’s Journeyman and Master Electrician exams using your material. It is very obvious that your organization strives for excellence in teaching the NEC. Thank you very much. My success is due to yours.”
—Daniel Carilli

“Thanks for your excellent courses and customer service. I have been taking courses with Mike Holt for over 10 years. The courses and training have been relevant, well-designed and informative—some of the best I have seen. I would also like to thank the personnel; they are highly customer-oriented and a pleasure to do business with.”
—Gary Yance
Practice Questions and Answer Keys

A key component to learning is testing your progress as you study. Mike Holt’s textbooks have hundreds of article and chapter questions, plus final exams to help you monitor your comprehension as you work through the material. Detailed Answer Keys come with each textbook so you can instantly check your own work.

DVDs—Powerful Tools to Support Learning

One of the best ways to enhance your studies is to use your textbook in conjunction with the corresponding DVDs. Mike Holt’s DVDs provide a 360° view of each topic with specialized commentary from Mike and his panel of industry experts.

Discussions between team members from different specialties in the electrical industry help you truly understand the concepts being taught and their application in real-world situations.
Order Our Ultimate Training Library & Save

Your Complete Electrical Training Toolbox

Mike Holt’s Ultimate Training Library is an ideal solution for exam preparation, new employee training, Code and Safety meetings, or simply staying current with the knowledge that every working electrical professional needs. This library gives you the edge for your business and career.

| 16 TEXTBOOKS • 31 DVDs • 3 MP3s |

**ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS**
- Electrical Theory textbook
- Electrical Fundamentals & Basic Electricity DVD
- Electrical Circuits, Systems & Protection DVD
- Alternating Current, Motors, Generators, & Transformers DVD
- Power Quality textbook
- Motor Controls textbook
- Basic Motor Controls two DVDs

**THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE**
- Understanding the NEC—Volume 1 textbook
- General Requirements DVD
- Wiring & Protection DVD
- Grounding versus Bonding two DVDs
- Wiring Methods & Materials two DVDs
- Equipment for General Use DVD
- Understanding the NEC—Volume 1 workbook
- Understanding the NEC—Volume 2 textbook
- Special Occupancies DVD
- Special Equipment DVD
- Limited Energy & Communications Systems DVD
- Limited Energy and Communications Systems textbook
- Grounding vs. Bonding textbook
- Essential Rules of the NEC textbook
- Grounding vs. Bonding online course
- Changes to the NEC textbook
- Changes to the NEC two DVDs
- Changes to the NEC online course
- Changes to the NEC MP3

**EXAM PREPARATION/CALCULATIONS**
- Exam Preparation textbook
- Raceway & Box Calculations DVD
- Conductor Sizing & Protection Calculations DVD
- Motor Calculations DVD
- Voltage Drop Calculations DVD
- Dwelling Unit Calculations DVD
- Multifamily Dwelling Calculations DVD
- Transformer Calculations DVD
- Journeyman Simulated Exam
- Master/Contractor Simulated Exam

**SOLAR**
- Solar PV Systems Textbook
- Solar PV Systems two DVDs
- Solar PV Online course
- Solar Photovoltaic Systems MP3

**BUSINESS**
- Electrical Estimating textbook
- Electrical Estimating four DVDs
- Business Management Skills workbook

Bonus: ONLINE NEC QUIZ

Ultimate Training Library [UTPD] .......................... ONLY $1,750
Items purchased separately would cost more!
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We Can Help You Pass the First Time

For 40+ years we have been successfully preparing electricians for state and county electrical exams by giving them the knowledge and confidence they need to pass their exams the first time.

Why Choose Our Home-Study Programs?

You can rely on us to be here for you every step of the way. We have been doing this for a very long time, and we know what it takes to pass exams. Whether it’s getting you a custom study program, or helping you find information about your particular exam, we are here to help you.

- Study when you want, where you want, and at your own pace.
- Get the most comprehensive training system available for Electrical Exam Preparation.
- Understand the material faster. The hundreds of full-color detailed graphics showcased in our books set the standard for learning.
- Gain the confidence you need by working through the practice questions for each area of your test.
- Learn from the best in the business. Mike Holt and the panel of experts on his DVDs provide an in-depth review of each topic, and their analysis helps you understand how to apply the information in the real-world.

Journeyman and Master/Contractor Exam Preparation Programs

Comprehensive Exam Preparation DVD Library ........................................... 7
Intermediate DVD Library ............................................................... 8
Calculations DVD Library .............................................................. 8
Exam Preparation textbooks ............................................................. 9

Industry-Specific Programs

Limited Energy Exam Preparation Library ........................................... 10
Engineer DVD Library ........................................................................ 10
Inspector DVD Library ....................................................................... 10
Florida Contractors Exam Preparation ................................................. 11

Not sure about which program is right for you?

Call us at 888.632.2633 or visit our website at www.MikeHolt.com/ExamPreparation.

—I have used your material and have been successful at passing five master electrician exams in three states. I have to say that your products have helped me grow my business. Your products are truly worth their weight in gold.

—Joseph Irizarry, Owner/Licensed Master Electrician
Comprehensive Exam Preparation DVD Library

This best-selling program is designed for your success. Mike provides in-depth instruction for Theory and Code, with step-by-step explanations for solving electrical calculations. The DVDs expand your understanding, with detailed explanations and analysis using real-world examples. The Practice Questions are key to reinforcing what you learn.

---

**ELECTRICAL THEORY**
- Electrical Theory textbook
- Electrical Fundamentals & Basic Electricity DVD
- Electrical Circuits, Systems & Protection DVD
- Alternating Current, Motors, Generators, & Transformers DVD

**THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE**
- Understanding the NEC—Volume 1 textbook
- General Requirements DVD
- Wiring & Protection DVD
- Grounding versus Bonding two DVDs
- Wiring Methods & Materials two DVDs
- Equipment for General Use DVD

**Exam Preparation/Calculations**
- Exam Preparation textbook
- Raceway & Box Calculations DVD
- Conductor Sizing & Protection Calculations DVD
- Motor Calculations DVD
- Voltage Drop Calculations DVD
- Dwelling Unit Calculations DVD
- Multifamily Dwelling Calculations DVD
- Commercial Calculations DVD
- Transformer Calculations DVD

**Journeyman Simulated Exam**
- Master/Contractor Simulated Exam

**Bonus:** ONLINE NEC QUIZ

---

**Journeyman Comprehensive Library**
(5 textbooks/18 DVDs) [JRCODVD] .......................... $999

**Master/Contractor Comprehensive Library**
(5 textbooks/21 DVDs) [MACODVD] .......................... $1,150

You Save $1,210

You Save $1,404

---
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EXAM PREPARATION

Intermediate DVD Library

If you feel completely comfortable with Code and Theory, but need in-depth instruction on Electrical Calculations, this is your perfect study program. You will get an overview of NEC Changes and step-by-step instruction on all the Calculations you will need to pass your exam.

- Exam Preparation textbook
- Raceway & Box Calculations DVD
- Transformer Calculations DVD
- Conductor Sizing & Protection Calculations DVD
- Motor Calculations DVD
- Voltage Drop Calculations DVD
- Dwelling Unit Calculations DVD
- Multifamily Dwelling Calculations DVD
- Commercial Calculations DVD

Journeyman Intermediate Library (2 textbooks/7 DVDs) [JRIN] ........................................ $625

Master/Contractor Intermediate Library (2 textbooks/10 DVDs) [MAIN] ............................ $725

You Save $250

You Save $495

Calculations DVD Library

You must master electrical calculations to be successful in the electrical trade. The textbook contains clear, easy-to-understand graphics that help you fully understand the concepts behind electrical calculations. The detailed DVDs reinforce the concepts & how they are used in the field. This program provides you with in-depth, step by step directions on how to solve calculation problems.

- Exam Preparation textbook
- Raceway & Box Calculations DVD
- Transformer Calculations DVD
- Conductor Sizing & Protection Calculations DVD
- Motor Calculations DVD
- Voltage Drop Calculations DVD
- Dwelling Unit Calculations DVD

Journeyman Calculations Library (2 textbooks/5 DVDs) [CADJ] ................................. $525

Master/Contractor Calculations Library (2 textbooks/8 DVDs) [CADM] ............................ $625

You Save $115

You Save $360

The individual DVDs from this program can be purchased for $115 each at www.MikeHolt.com/Calculations.
Exam Preparation Book Package

This is a great self-study book program that provides in-depth instruction on Theory, Code, and Calculations. This library includes:

- Electrical Exam Preparation textbook
- Understanding the NEC, Volume 1 textbook
- Understanding the NEC, Volume 2 textbook
- Basic Electrical Theory textbook
- Journeyman or Master/Contractor Simulated Exam

**Journeyman Exam Preparation Book Package** [JBOOKS] .......................... $225 You Save $65

**Master/Contractor Exam Preparation Book Package** [MBOOKS]  ........ $225 You Save $65

---

**Exam Preparation Textbook**

Our best-selling Exam Preparation book has helped tens of thousands of electricians pass their exams. You will love the clear colorful graphics that guide you step-by-step through a Theory review and in-depth Calculation instructions. Also included is a chapter of 2,000+ NEC practice questions.*

**Pages:** 640  •  **Graphics:** 531  •  **Practice Questions:** 2,955

**Electrical Exam Preparation textbook** [EXB] .......................... $65

*The final chapter of this textbook is the NEC Exam Practice Questions book.

**Simulated Exams Workbooks**

Test yourself before you take your official exam. These exams simulate a real test-taking experience, and will help you determine which subjects and areas you really need to study. These exams cover electrical theory, the NEC, and electrical calculations, and include a detailed Answer Key.

**Pages:** 64  •  **Practice Questions:** 265

**Journeyman Simulated Exam** [JX] .......................... $25

**Master/Contractor Simulated Exam** [MX] .......................... $25

**Practice Questions Workbook**

The NEC Exam Practice Questions textbook contains 2,300 Code questions to give you practice working with your Code book. There are 10 quizzes in Code order, and 10 quizzes in random order that take you step-by-step through each of the 9 chapters of the NEC, plus two final exams.*

**Pages:** 256  •  **Practice Questions:** 2,300

**Practice Questions workbook** [PQ] .......................... $42.50

*This material is also included in the Electrical Exam Preparation textbook.

---

**Exam Preparation Textbook and Simulated Exam**

This is a great package to review Theory, get in-depth instruction on Calculations, and test your knowledge with a simulated Exam that has questions on Theory, Code and Calculations.

**Journeyman Simulated Exam and Exam Preparation textbook** [EP.JX] .......................... $80

**Master/Contractor Simulated Exam and Exam Preparation textbook** [EPMX] .......................... $80
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Limited Energy Exam Preparation Library

Prepare for your upcoming Low Voltage exam with this great study program, or simply brush up on your NEC knowledge and expand your understanding of electrical theory and limited energy. This library includes:

- **Limited Energy and Communication Systems textbook**
- **Limited Energy & Communications Systems DVD**
- **Basic Electrical Theory textbook**

**Limited Energy Exam Preparation DVD Library** [LELIBD] ........................................... $375

Engineer DVD Library

Whether you need to understand the NEC to pass your Electrical Engineering exam, or design a system that meets NEC requirements, this is the library you need. Library includes:

- **Understanding the NEC—Volume 1 textbook**
  - General Requirements DVD
  - Wiring & Protection DVD
  - Grounding versus Bonding DVD
  - Wiring Methods & Materials DVD
  - Equipment for General Use DVD

- **Understanding the NEC—Volume 2 textbook**
  - Special Occupancies DVD
  - Special Equipment DVD
  - Limited Energy & Communications Systems DVD

**Exam Preparation textbook**
- Raceway & Box Calculations DVD
- Conductor Sizing & Protection Calculations DVD
- Motor Calculations DVD
- Voltage Drop Calculations DVD
- Dwelling Unit Calculations DVD
- Multifamily Dwelling Calculations DVD
- Commercial Calculations DVD
- Transformer Calculations DVD

**Bonus DVD:** How to Use the NEC

**Electrical Engineer DVD Library** [ENGR] ................................................................. $850 You Save $1,247

Inspector DVD Library

Prepare for your inspectors test with this detailed program. Knowing the Code is one of the most important elements of being an inspector, and this program provides you with the knowledge and the tools to understand the Code and all of its nuances. Library includes:

- **Exam Preparation textbook**
  - Special Occupancies DVD
  - Special Equipment DVD
  - Limited Energy & Communications Systems DVD

- **Understanding the NEC—Volume 2 textbook**
  - NEC Online Quiz

- **Bonus DVD:** How to Use the NEC

**Electrical Inspector DVD Library** [INSP] ................................................................. $695 You Save $731

The individual DVDs from this program can be purchased for $115 each at www.MikeHolt.com/Calculations.
Florida State Exam Preparation

You Can Pass the First Time!

For over 30 years we have successfully helped thousands of people pass this challenging exam. We’ve developed the perfect 2-part training system to give you the knowledge you need.

Part 1—A Powerful Home-Study Program

Covers the major sections of your exam and provides a solid foundation for the material you’ll be tested on:

- Learn the NEC® and Calculations with textbooks and DVDs from nationally recognized NEC Expert, Mike Holt.
- Get immediate feedback on the testing for each area of your exam with the in-depth practice questions to get you ready for the live test.

Part 2—A Test-Taking Boot Camp

Gives you the skills, the discipline, and the confidence you need for your exam. You’ll learn:

- Tips and tricks to efficiently use your reference books on exam day.
- How to manage your time during the exam.
- Mental strategies for exam day.
- Proper methods to tab and highlight your books for better results.

“The Florida Contractor exam preparation course is a 10 all the way. Everything about the course was excellent, including the space where the course was held. The most important thing I learned was all the tricks we were armed with for making simple calculations, things that I normally have put to memory were made simpler with these tools; i.e., “Easy as PIE.” The course content was appropriate and relevant. The instructor, John, is amazing, engaging, interesting, never lost energy, never slowed down. For classes this long, that attitude was absolutely necessary.”

—Ricardo Rivera

Get Started: Call us today at 888.632.2633
Understanding electrical theory is critical for everyone that works with electricity. The subjects in this textbook will help you understand what electricity is, how it’s produced and how it’s used. You’ll learn everything from the science behind electricity to basic math and electrical formulas. A breakdown of circuits will help you understand complicated circuits for controls, fire alarms and security. In addition, the basics for understanding motors and transformers are clearly explained, and much more. Library includes:

- Electrical Theory textbook
- Electrical Fundamentals & Basic Electricity DVD
- Electrical Circuits, Systems & Protection DVD
- Alternating Current, Motors, Generators, & Transformers DVD

**Electrical Theory DVD Library**

Electrical Theory Library (Textbook/3 DVDs) [ETLIB] ........................................ $299
Textbook [ETFC3] .......................................................... $52.50

**Individual Theory DVDs**

These individual volumes teach you the basics involving matter, electron theory, magnetism, electricity, electromagnetism, the electrical circuit, math, and electrical formulas. These books are extracted from the Basic Electrical Theory textbook and have a corresponding DVD.

- Electrical Fundamentals & Basic Electricity book w/DVD [ETD1] .................. $115
- Electrical Circuits, Systems, & Protection book w/DVD [ETD2] ....................... $115
- Alternating Current, Motors, Generators, & Transformers book w/DVD [ETD3] $115

**Motor Controls**

Learn how to read and understand basic motor control schematics. This textbook helps students understand the equipment represented by the symbols in the schematics, and how motor controls are used in practical applications.

Pages: 272 • Graphics: 360

- Textbook w/two DVDs [MCDVD] .................................................. $210
- Textbook [MCMB] .......................................................... $42.50

**Power Quality**

Power quality is increasingly important to facility owners/managers, electrical equipment manufacturers, and end-users of electrical products. Good power quality lowers electricity costs, minimizes maintenance problems with electrical installations in buildings and similar structures, and lets electrical utilization equipment operate properly and efficiently. This book covers the basics of electricity, understanding the impact of wiring errors, NEC violations, as well as Harmonic Currents from nonlinear loads.

Pages: 128 • Graphics: 120

- Textbook w/DVD [ETP0D] .......................................................... $115
- Textbook [ETP0] .......................................................... $35
**Detailed Code DVD Library**

There isn’t a better way to learn the Code than Mike’s Detailed Code Library. This library takes you step-by-step through the NEC, in Code order, with detailed illustrations, great practice questions, and in-depth DVD analysis. This library is perfect for engineers, electricians, contractors, and electrical inspectors.

Library includes:
- Understanding the NEC—Volume 1 textbook
- Understanding the NEC—Volume 2 textbook
- NEC Exam Practice Questions workbook
  - General Requirements DVD
  - Wiring & Protection DVD
  - Grounding versus Bonding two DVDs
  - Wiring Methods and Materials two DVDs
  - Equipment for General Use DVD
  - Special Occupancies DVD
  - Special Equipment DVD
  - Limited Energy & Communications Systems DVD

**Detailed Code Library** (3 textbook/10 DVDs) [DECODVD] ................................. $599  You Save $590

**Items purchased separately would cost more!**

**Understanding the National Electrical Code Textbooks**

For a comprehensive education on the Code, the Understanding the National Electrical Code textbooks are a great foundation. The Code can be complicated and no other textbook takes you step-by-step through those articles like Mike’s authoritative Understanding the National Electrical Code textbooks. These books set the standard in NEC education and are used throughout the country.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Textbook</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Graphics</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the NEC Volume 1</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>1,302</td>
<td>$65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the NEC Volume 1 Workbook</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>Practice Questions: Over 1,200</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the NEC Volume 2</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>$52.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC Exam Practice Questions</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Practice Questions: 2,300</td>
<td>$42.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Understand the NEC Volume 1 (NEC Articles 90-480)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Textbook</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Graphics</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the NEC Volume 1 Workbook</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>Practice Questions: Over 1,200</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Understand the NEC Volume 2 (NEC Articles 500-820)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Textbook</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Graphics</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the NEC Volume 1 Workbook</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>Practice Questions: Over 1,200</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Purchase Volumes 1 and 2 along with the NEC Exam Practice Questions book to SAVE!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Textbook</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the NEC Volumes 1 and 2 plus Exam Practice Questions textbooks</td>
<td></td>
<td>$135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Items purchased separately would cost more!**
## UNDERSTANDING THE CODE

### Code Change DVD Library

Get up to speed quickly on the most essential NEC changes. The book is well organized, easy to follow, and loaded with full-color illustrations that bring the material to life. The DVDs bring together a group of experts from the field to discuss the changes and how they apply in the real world. The online program allows you to test your skills, and the MP3 download is a great way to learn the changes while you are on the road. The Library includes:

- Changes to the NEC textbook
- Illustrated Changes to the NEC two DVDs
- Changes to the NEC MP3
- NEC® Tabs
- 16-Hour Online Code Change Program

**Code Change Library** [CCLIBD] ................................................................. $250  
You Save $183

**Sold Separately:**

- Textbook with two DVDs [CCDVD] .................................................. $210
- MP3 Audio [CCMP] .......................................................... $30
- Textbook [BK] .................................................................. $59
- NEC® Tabs [TB] ............................................................... $15

### Grounding vs. Bonding DVD Library

Grounding is the most important and least understood Article in the NEC. Few articles can match Article 250 for misapplication, violation and misinterpretation. This textbook belongs in the hands of every Electrician, Contractor, Inspector, and Engineer who needs to understand the seemingly conflicting information of how to properly apply the NEC rules of Grounding and Bonding. Mike’s ability to explain these rules and the practical application of these rules in real world settings will help you really understand the differences between grounding and bonding. The Library includes:

- Grounding Vs. Bonding textbook
- Grounding Vs. Bonding two DVDs
- Grounding Vs. Bonding Online Course
- Grounding Vs. Bonding MP3

**Grounding vs. Bonding DVD Library** [GBDVD] .................................................. $250  
You Save $217

**Sold Separately:**

- Textbook w/two DVDs [NCDVD2] ........................................... $210
- Textbook [NCT2] ................................................................. $49
- MP3 Audio [GBMP] .......................................................... $30

---

“I just finished a grounding and bonding class using your DVDs and book. I had several electricians and contractors in the class. All were amazed at how easy Mike’s curriculum is to understand and how relevant it is. Many finally understood the difference between grounding vs. bonding, and appreciated the information on pools and spas.”

—Michael Harrington
Individual Code DVD Sets

The books in these items are sections extracted from Mike’s Understanding the National Electrical Code textbooks.

**General Requirements**
[Articles 90–110]

Article 90 reviews the NEC scope and arrangement, Article 100 provides definitions, and terms used through the Code for systems that operate at 600V, nominal, or less, and Article 110 contains the general requirements needed for electrical installations, to correctly apply the rules of the NEC.

**Book w/DVD [NCOVD1A].............................................. $115**

**Wiring and Protection**
[Articles 200–285, excluding 250]

Provides general rules for wiring and for the protection of conductors. The primary focus is correctly sizing and protecting circuits, and every article deals with a different aspect of this purpose: the use and identification of the grounded (neutral) conductors, branch circuits, feeders, branch-circuit, feeder and service calculations, outside branch circuits and feeders, services, overcurrent protection and surge protective devices. Article 250 is covered separately.

**Book w/DVD [NCOVD1B].............................................. $115**

**Wiring Methods and Materials**
[Articles 300–393]

Covers wiring methods, temporary wiring, conductor properties such as circular mils, insulation, ampacity and overcurrent protection, and Articles which contain the specific requirements for the installation of cables. Also covered are raceways, outlet boxes, junction boxes, pull boxes, and other enclosures such as cabinets, cutout boxes, switchboards, and panel boards.

**Book w/DVDs [NCOVD3].............................................. $210**

**Equipment for General Use**
[Articles 400–480]

Helps develop an understanding of how the rules in articles 400–450 can be applied to appliances, electric space heating, motors, air-conditioning and transformers as well as rules related to disconnects, conductor sizing, over current, over-load sizing, and much more.

**Book w/DVD [NCOVD4].............................................. $115**

**Special Occupancies**
[Articles 500–590]

What exactly is a “Special Occupancy”? It’s a location where a facility, or its use, creates specific conditions that require additional measures to ensure the “practical safeguarding of people and property” purpose of the NEC. Learn the different classes, divisions, and groups. Understand requirements for motor fuel dispensing facilities, health care facilities, and more.

**Book w/DVD [NCOVD5].............................................. $115**

**Special Equipment**
[Articles 600–702]

Special Equipment, by virtue of its use, or construction, or by its unique nature creates a need for additional measures to ensure it’s in accordance with Article 90 definition of the purpose of the NEC. Subjects include signs, manufactured wiring systems, audio signal processing, information technology equipment, fuel cell systems, and much more. Article 690 is not included in this book.

**Book w/DVD [NCOVD6].............................................. $115**

**Limited Energy & Communication Systems**

This textbook covers wiring requirements that Mike considers to be of critical importance for low voltage systems; articles include general requirements, remote-control, signaling and power-limited circuits, fire alarm systems, optical fiber cables, communications circuits, radio and television equipment, and CATV systems.

**Pages: 160  Graphics: 256**

**Textbook w/DVD [LED].............................................. $149**

**Textbook [LE]............................................................. $49**
Finally there is a book that is devoted exclusively to all NEC requirements that directly relate to fire and electrical shock hazards. These essential rules were chosen by Mike as the most relevant safety rules that every electrical professional needs to be aware of. This is a great reference tool for Code compliance, electrical training, and is ideal for weekly safety meetings.

The Essential Rules book is excellent—examples and drawings that explain the NEC concepts really help to understand the requirements. I use the book, as a safety professional, to ensure Code requirements are being satisfied.

—Sam Perras

Mike’s peel and stick tabs are a great way to customize your Code Book, whether you have the softbound, spiral bound or loose-leaf version. Placing tabs on Code articles, sections and tables will make it easier for you to use the NEC. However, too many tabs will defeat the purpose. Mike’s bestselling tabs make organizing your Code book easy. Included within the tab package are 84 tabs, a 16” x 20” Raceway and Wire Sizing Poster, and an Ohms Law Wheel Sticker.

I have received and installed into my NEC Code book the tabs I ordered. I am 100% satisfied with the workmanship and the content of the tabs. Mike Holt tabs will be the only choice for every new edition of the NEC code book for the rest of my career. Thank you for making your tabs so much better than others I have seen or purchased.

—Shawn Poliskey

One great package to help you learn the changes. Includes a Code Book, Mike Holt’s Illustrated Changes to the NEC textbook with two DVDs, and Mike Holt’s NEC Tabs. The peel-and-stick tabs are a great way to customize your Code Book. Placing tabs on Code articles, sections and tables will make it easier for you to use the NEC.

Package w/Spiral Bound Code Book [NECDS] ......................................................... $260.40*
Package w/Soft Bound Code Book [NECD] .......................................................... $256.90*

*NFPA® prices subject to change.
Ultimate Solar PV DVD Library

As the market for Solar PV systems and businesses continues to grow, the challenges for the designer, installer, contractor, instructor or inspector continue to evolve. But don’t be intimidated—Mike’s Ultimate Solar PV Library will give you the edge. These resources cover Solar Installations, NEC Requirements, Safety Guidelines, Electrical Theory, Estimating and Business fundamentals. This library will give you the tools to take your PV skills to the next level and build a successful solar business. Program includes these great resources:

- Mike Holt’s Understanding NEC Requirements for Solar Photovoltaic Systems textbook with two DVDs
- Jim Dunlop’s Photovoltaic Systems textbook with CD
- OSEIA Solar Construction Safety PDF
- Bill Brooks’ Field inspection Guidelines PDF

Plus these additional libraries to round out your education:

- Mike Holt’s Basic Electrical Theory textbook with three DVDs
- Mike Holt’s Electrical Estimating textbook with four DVDs
- Mike Holt’s Business Management Skills workbook with DVD

Ultimate Solar PV DVD Library [SOLARULT] $799 You Save $552

Solar Photovoltaic Systems

The NEC rules that govern PV systems are very comprehensive and complicated, and as a result could be easily misinterpreted. This DVD program showcases a panel of international solar experts, covering the important NEC rules that apply to solar systems. The goal of this DVD is to help you better understand how the NEC requirements should be applied.

Pages: 464 • Graphics: 672

Textbook w/DVD [SOLDVD] $210
Textbook [SOLB] $62

NABCEP Exam Preparation Library

If you are looking to take an upcoming NABCEP exam and have met all of the requirements to sit for this exam then this study program is perfect for you. This 4-part program includes materials written from some of the top authorities on Solar and the National Electrical Code:

- Solar Photovoltaic Systems textbook w/CD by leading Solar Authority Jim Dunlop
- Understanding NEC Requirements for Solar Photovoltaic Systems textbook and 2 DVDs by leading National Electrical Code Expert, Mike Holt
- Solar Construction Safety PDF written by OSEIA
- Field Inspection Guidelines PDF developed for IREC by Solar Engineering Consultant Bill Brooks

NABCEP Exam Preparation Library [NABCEP] $305 You Save $97
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ESTIMATING

Making Money on Every Job? You Should Be...

Every contractor’s concern is their ability to be competitive, make money, and stay in business. Most electrical contractors wear many hats: secretary, warehouse person, truck driver, supervisor, electrician, salesperson, etc. There aren’t enough hours in the day or night to keep up with all of the demands of running a successful contracting business. If an electrical contractor is not careful, he or she might forget the most important hat: managing the job to insure that profit is made. Being effective, efficient and productive is not an option in today’s challenging business environment, it’s a necessity. Mike’s business and estimating products have been designed to help you improve the skills that you need to build and manage your business more efficiently.

Estimating Deluxe DVD Package

Proper estimating is the key to successful profitable business. Electrical contractors must know how to estimate to determine the job’s selling price, and to properly manage each job profitably. This textbook and DVD series will teach you both the estimating and the bid process. Mike and his team of experts explain how to determine your costs (time, labor, materials, etc.) so you can do the job correctly and profitably, and even know when it’s wise to not bid on a job.

The package includes:

- Electrical Estimating textbook
- Estimating vs. Bidding, All About Estimating, Understanding Labor Units DVD

Deluxe DVD Package [EST2DVO] .......................................................... $325
Textbook [EST2B] ................................................................. $62

“Your estimating home study took the guesswork out of my bids, and I don’t have to feel uneasy about what I’m doing. By operating in a professional manner I have discovered that there is security in knowing that I’ll be around in a few years, and not scratching my head wondering why I didn’t make a profit.”

—Charles Walters

Business Management Skills DVD Program

The field of Business Management encompasses many activities that influence the profitability of your company either directly or indirectly. This workbook was designed to assist you in improving the skills that will help you build and manage your business more efficiently. You’ll learn how to create a customized plan to move your business to the next level. Subjects include Business Management, Financial Management, Job Management, and Labor Management. This workbook has an Annex that includes tools to support your business efforts and to keep you focused on your goals:

- Business Model
- Daily Log Example
- Customer Survey Example

Textbook w/DVD [BMSKDO] .......................................................... $115
Textbook [BMBK] ................................................................. $50

Mike Holt Enterprises, Inc. www.MikeHolt.com
Discover the Mike Holt difference. Mike Holt’s online training programs incorporate the key elements of his textbooks and DVDs into a system that you can control.

- **Approved in over 32 states.** We specialize in fulfilling multi-state license requirements; state-specific packages save you time and money.
- **You learn from the best.** All content is created by NEC Expert, Mike Holt.
- **Excellent customer support.** Friendly and reliable service — we take care of you.
- **Great graphics.** Easy to understand. Interactive, great writing, and effective.

**Study at your own pace in your own space!** On-line training is a great solution if finding time to study or go to class is a challenge.

- Page-by-page learning, using the text and illustrations from Mike’s books.
- Questions that immediately follow the text, to test your comprehension.
- Saves when you exit the course, so you’ll pick up right where you left off.

“What pleased me most was the professional, timely response to my numerous questions and fast reporting of my CEUs to the correct agencies. Continue with the excellent educational material and the courteous service! The course material was covered so thoroughly, that I think I could teach the material from what I learned — it was that well covered. Thanks.”

—Jerry R. King

Visit www.MikeHolt.com/CEU
Apprenticeship Training

EASY TO USE | COMPREHENSIVE | ADAPTABLE | DETAILED

Our 4-year apprenticeship program is built on decades of experience teaching the NEC to every sector of the trade. This powerful learning program will assure your success as an instructor regardless of your teaching background. You can customize the program to suit your needs, whether you have a few employees in your shop, a few students in your class, or hundreds of students in your school.

Teaching made easy. Mike has mastered the art of explaining even the most complex of concepts in a style that everyone can understand.

• How to Use the NEC module and DVD take away the mystery of the NEC early on and encourage the student to rely on the Code to find answers and solve problems in the field.
• Code-based teaching repeatedly describes concepts and installations using NEC terms and articles.
• The textbooks all have a DVD component featuring Mike Holt and a select panel of top subject-matter experts to assure your success communicating complex topics regardless of your teaching background.
• Our customizable PowerPoint presentations are filled with hundreds of full color explanatory graphics that will drive the concepts home one at a time building a solid foundation of knowledge.

Detailed progress reporting. You can deliver targeted help when your students need it.

• Our online testing resource will be with you every step of the way to help track your students’ strengths and weaknesses.

Comprehensive and adaptable curriculum. From Basic Electrical Theory to Journeyman Exam Preparation we will guide you every step of the way.

• The course content is flexible, and made to adapt to different learning environments; it’s approvable with any agency.
• Each year begins with a Basic Safety course centered on the OSHA 10 requirements. Elective courses are available to meet OSHA and NFPA 70E training requirements. Add-on optional modules on electrical safety and digital multimeter principles for an unparalleled exposure to jobsite hazards and ways to reduce risk from day one.
• Using the Understanding the National Electrical Code textbooks in years one, two and three we cover all the hot topics in detail one step at a time.
• Advanced third and fourth year students can even take elective courses on estimating and business management enabling them to more successfully manage people and control costs.

Instructor training. Mike Holt’s instructor training program will place cutting edge research at your fingertips, from classroom setup to student personality types. You’ll improve your skills and be more prepared to adapt to constantly changing classroom and student needs.

How To Be a Great Instructor

This brand new training program distills Mike’s 40+ years of training experience into one powerful DVD program. Discover new ways to make your training more effective and improve your ability to connect with your students while motivating them to learn more. This program is perfect for apprenticeship, instructors, in-house trainers, and training directors. It covers:

Part 1—The Relationship
Part 2—The Student
Part 3—The Instructor
Part 4—Your Presentation Skills
Part 5—The Classroom Setting
Part 6—The Presentation
Part 7—PowerPoint

Textbook w/ two DVDs ................................................................................. $210
Free Training Tools

PowerPoint Presentations*
Save time preparing for your classes. PowerPoint presentations built around the textbooks, are filled with hundreds of full-color explanatory graphics to help drive the concepts home one at a time, creating a seamless class presentation, and building a solid foundation of knowledge for the students.

Online Testing Service*
Give your students the flexibility to take their tests online, and free up your class time for in-depth teaching. Our online testing resource will help you track your students strengths and weaknesses. All scores can be stored and emailed. With detailed progress reporting you can deliver targeted help when they need it.

Exam View Questions*
Save hours of work creating and grading tests. If you use ExamView in your classroom, we can provide the questions from our textbooks in the ExamView format.

*Free with orders of class sets of 20 or more books.

“I think you have an excellent product here that saves me time writing and grading tests, it allows more time in class for discussions.”

—Bob Baird, River City Exam Prep

Free Resources

Review Copies
Finding the right material for a class can be daunting. To help you find the right book for your classroom we provide free copies for instructors to review.

Free Advertising
Our website www.mikeholt.com is one of the principal websites for the industry and those schools that adopt our products receive free advertising. This prime real-estate is provided to help students discover your classes on our “Find a School” database.

Videos and Graphics
Take advantage of our daily Code Graphic; use it as a learning tool, contest, or game with your students to help them learn the Code. Share our mikeholt.tv channel with your students so they can continue their learning at home.

Instructor Forum
Become an active participant; post questions, help other instructors, and stay abreast with what’s current.

Become a part of our training community!
Visit www.MikeHolt.com/Instructor
Experience a Mike Holt Seminar

Don’t miss your chance to see Mike Holt live!

Understand the Code.
Mike is a dynamic presenter and can get the point across so that anyone can understand the material being presented. Always great! —Frank Zunigo

Become a better, safer electrician.
Everything covered will be applicable to my daily routine. —Tom Musgrove III

Get your questions answered.
His frank and honest responses to questions gave new meaning to areas of the NEC I have struggled with for years. —Tim Dean

Refresh your knowledge.
It reinforces my confidence as an Inspector/Plans Examiner. It enables me to confidently inform others in the field. —David Wiles

Get motivated.
I always leave with much-needed energy to become the best electrician I can be. —Michael Turner

“More than Code review — it’s training for success.” —Mike Melcher

Make Your Plans Now!

Need CEUs for renewal?
Attend the next Mike Holt summer CEU seminar.
✓ Learn the Code from the expert.
✓ Discover ways to take your business to the next level.
✓ Network with other professionals and peers.
✓ Approved in 30 states; perfect for multiple state license holders.

Visit www.MikeHolt.com/Seminars

Want your Team trained by the best?
Bring Mike to you.
✓ Have Mike present personally at your organization, for your staff!
✓ Choose from Code, Business and Train the Trainer program.
✓ Your team will each receive a Mike Holt textbook for reference. Learn more...

Visit www.MikeHolt.com/InhouseSeminar

“Experience a Mike Holt Seminar
It’s more than Code review — it’s training for success.” —Mike Melcher
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